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Abstract:

This work reviews theoretical studies of inelastic scattering and chemical reactions

of atoms and molecules at very low temperatures. A particular emphasis is placed

on the discussion of resonant energy transfer in cold collisions and the change of

propensity rules for electronic and ro-vibrational transitions with collision energy.

Calculations relevant for buffer-gas loading experiments are described and an outline

of possible future work is presented.
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1 Introduction

It has been long realized that atomic and molecular aggregates at temperatures close to

zero exhibit a wealth of interesting phenomena not present in high temperature gases.

Bose-Einstein condensation, Cooper pairing in a Fermi gas, superfluidity, the formation

of Efimov states are just a few examples of what makes the physics of ultracold gases

intriguing. The creation of ultracold atoms and molecules has, therefore, been a goal

of the experimental research in several laboratories in the past two decades. The first

technique proposed to produce cold atoms was laser cooling [1, 2] which is based on a

resonant scattering of photons by atoms. A combination of laser cooling with evaporative

cooling based on thermalization of translational motion in the elastic collisions of cold

atoms allowed for the creation of atomic ensembles at µK temperatures [3, 4, 5]. Cold

molecules were created by photoassociation of ultracold atoms [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], molecular

beam deceleration [11, 12, 13] and buffer-gas loading [14, 15, 16]. The photoassociation

methods are limited to molecules whose atomic constituents can be cooled to ultracold

temperatures and produce molecules which, while translationally cold, may be in excited

vibrational and rotational states. Molecular beam deceleration produces molecules with

low rotational, vibrational and relative translational energy but with high speed of collec-

tive motion. Buffer-gas loading is the most general technique for the generation of cold

atoms or molecules as it is based on collisional equilibration of the translational energy in

elastic collisions with cold buffer gas atoms, usually He. If the atoms or molecules possess

a magnetic moment they can be trapped in a magnetic field after quenching to the ground

electronic and ro-vibrational state and cooling to low translational energy. These tech-

niques were used to produce ammonia molecules at T = 0.35 K [17], K2 and Cs2 molecules

at temperatures ∼ 0.3 mK [9, 10] and CaH molecules at T = 0.4 K [15, 16].

The production of cold molecules has led chemists to the questions: What is the

efficiency of chemical reactions and inelastic energy transfer in molecular collisions at such

low temperatures? Are chemical reactions possible when the temperature is zero? The

main goal of this article is to review the recent theoretical work aiming to answer these

questions.

When two particles interact at very low collision energies, their dynamics is con-

trolled by threshold phenomena and resonances. Section 2 of this paper summarizes

threshold laws determining the behavior of the collision cross section in the ultracold
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limit. Section 3 reviews the studies of inelastic scattering of atoms and molecules at low

energies. Particular emphasis is placed on the discussion of resonant energy transfer and

the change of propensity rules for electronic and ro-vibrational transitions with collision

energy. Chemical reactions at ultracold temperatures are discussed in Section 4. Section

5 discusses the possibility of buffer-gas loading of 3P atoms in an excited electronic state.

The efficiency of trapping cold atoms and molecules in a magnetic field depends on the

probabilities of collisions that change the space-fixed projection of the total electronic an-

gular momentum. Section 6 discusses the projection-changing transitions in collisions of

paramagnetic molecules with atoms at cold and ultracold temperatures. Possible direc-

tions of future research are outlined in Section 7.

2 Wigner laws and complex scattering lengths

Following the work of Bethe and Placzek [18], Wigner presented general expressions for

the energy dependence of cross sections for elastic and inelastic collisions near threshold

[19]. These expressions are referred to in the literature as the Wigner threshold laws.

The Wigner laws apply to transitions starting from a state with a given orbital angular

momentum l for the collision. Three types of processes may be distinguished:

(i) elastic collisions |nl〉 → |nl〉 that conserve the orbital angular momentum l and the

internal energy of the colliding particles;

(ii) elastic collisions |nl〉 → |nl′〉 that conserve the internal energy of the colliding particles

but change the orbital angular momentum;

(iii) inelastic collisions or chemical reactions |nl〉 → |n′l′〉 that change the internal energy

of the colliding particles,

where n denotes collectively the quantum numbers describing the ro-vibrational and elec-

tronic structure of molecules or the electronic states of atoms and it is assumed that

different values of n correspond to different internal energies of the colliding particles. If

the interaction potential between the colliding particles goes to zero with interparticle

separation R as 1/R2+ε with ε > 0, the cross sections for the above transitions have the

following dependence on the collision velocity vn [19] 1:
1Care must be taken when using expressions (1) and (2) for systems with long-range interaction
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Figure 1: Inelastic (a) and elastic (b) cross sections typical for atomic or molecular

scattering near thresholds. Adapted from R.V. Krems and A. Dalgarno, Phys. Rev.

A 66 012702 (2002). Copyright c©2002, the American Physical Society

σnl→nl ∼ v4l
n (1)

σnl→nl′ ∼ v2l+2l′
n (2)

σnl→n′l′ ∼ v2l−1
n (3)

Eq. (1) is a special case of Eq. (2). The cross section for inelastic energy transfer or

chemical reaction (3) is determined by the value of l in the incoming collision channel and

is independent of l′ in the outgoing state. In the limit of ultracold temperatures, collisions

are dominated by s-wave scattering (l = 0) and the inelastic cross section (3) varies

inversely as the velocity. The elastic cross section (1) tends to a constant value and the

cross section for l-changing elastic collisions (2) vanishes. The behavior and magnitudes

of elastic and inelastic cross sections typical for atomic and molecular scattering near

thresholds are shown in Figure 1.

potentials. See the discussion of T.F. O’Malley, L. Spruch, and L. Rosenberg, J. Math. Phys. 2,

491 (1961); and O. Hinckelmann and L. Spruch, Phys. Rev. A 3, 642 (1971).
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Based on the analysis of Shapiro [20] and Landau and Lifshitz [21], Balakrishnan,

Kharchenko, Forrey and Dalgarno have shown that elastic and inelastic molecular scatter-

ing can be characterized in the limit of ultralow collision velocity by a complex scattering

length [22]

an = αn − iβn. (4)

The imaginary part of the scattering length βn is directly proportional to the total cross

section for inelastic scattering in the state n

βn = knσ
in
n /4π, (5)

where σin
n =

∑
n′ 6=n σn→n′ , kn = µvn and µ is the reduced mass of the collision system.

Eq. (5) can be used to evaluate the zero temperature rate coefficient for inelastic energy

transfer or chemical reaction

rn(T = 0 K) = 4πβnh̄/µ, (6)

Because σin
n ∼ 1/kn, βn is constant in the limit kn → 0 and the rate coefficient (6) is finite

at zero temperature.

The elastic cross section is given by

σn→n = 4π(α2
n + β2

n). (7)

The positions and lifetimes of the bound levels lying just below threshold can be

estimated from the real and imaginary parts of the scattering length as follows [22]:

E = − h̄2

2µ|an|
(cos 2γn + i sin 2γn) = En − iΓn/2, (8)

where γn = arctan (βn/αn). The energy E is real for single channel scattering because

βn = 0 and γn = 0. When there is more than one open channel, the bound levels can

decay through transitions into lower levels with a lifetime

τn = h̄/Γn = µ|an|4/(2h̄αnβn) (9)
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that can be rewritten in terms of the zero energy elastic cross section and zero temperature

rate coefficient (6) as follows:

τn =
σn→n(kn → 0)|an|2

2rn(T = 0 K)αn
(10)

Forrey et al. [23] have shown that the expression (10) can be used to estimate the positions

and lifetimes of Feshbach resonances occurring in the incident channel in s-wave collisions.

The derivation of Eq. (10) is based on multichannel effective range theory and it can be

applied only to the states that lie close to thresholds. More details on threshold phenomena

in atom-atom, atom-molecule and electron-atom collisions can be found in a comprehensive

review of Sadeghpour et al. [24] and the paper of Mies and Raoult [25].

3 Resonant ro-vibrational and electronic transi-

tions in cold collisions

It follows from the Wigner law (3) that rate coefficients for inelastic collisions at zero

temperature must be finite. The magnitudes of the zero temperature rates for inelastic

scattering of atoms and molecules were, however, not known until recently. The first calcu-

lations of rate constants for ultracold vibrational relaxation in atom - molecule collisions

were carried out by Schwenke and Truhlar [26]. They demonstrated that conventional

quantum theory of vibrational relaxation is adequate for interpretation of low energy

atom - molecule collisions and established that low energy cross sections follow the trends

predicted by Wigner. The rate constants for the He - I2 system studied by Schwenke

and Truhlar were, however, extremely small in the zero temperature limit and it was con-

cluded that the zero energy divergence of inelastic cross sections may not affect the rate

coefficients for inelastic scattering at temperatures ≥ 10−4 K in molecular systems. More

recent calculations illustrate that often this is not so.

Figure 2 shows the rate coefficients for vibrational quenching of H2 molecules at

different vibrational levels induced by collisions with He atoms in the temperature range

between 10−6 and 100 K [27]. The efficiency of vibrational relaxation in the T → 0

limit is similar to that at room temperature. The temperature dependences of the rate

coefficients exhibit minima at T = 10 K. The studies of this and other collisions sys-
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Figure 2: Total vibrational relaxation rate coefficients for the deactivation of H2(v, 0)

in collisions with 3He as a function of temperature for different vibrational levels of

the molecule. Adapted with permission from N. Balakrishnan, R.C. Forrey, and

A. Dalgarno, Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 3224 (1998). Copyright c©1998, the American

Physical Society

tems [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] demonstrated that zero temperature rate coefficients for

vibrationally and rotationally inelastic scattering in atom - molecule collisions may have

substantial magnitudes. It was shown that the attractive part of the interaction poten-

tial in the entrance collision channel is critical for the dynamics of ultracold scattering.

Dashevskaya and Nikitin presented a simple explanation of this phenomenon using a gen-

eralized Landau-Lifshitz treatment of a collision problem [34].

The cross sections for vibrational and rotational transitions are determined by ro-

vibrational coupling that is significant over a wide range of the coordinate space.

Electronic transitions in atomic and molecular collisions are determined by non-

adiabatic coupling usually localized in a limited region of the scattering coordinate. If the

potential for atom - atom or atom - molecule interaction is predominantly repulsive, the

region of significant interaction between different electronic states may be inaccessible at

low collision energies. An early study of Rebentrost and Lester [35] illustrated that non-

adiabatic transitions in F(2P1/2) + H2 collisions at low collision energies ∼ 15 cm−1 may

be suppressed by repulsion from the potential wall at short interaction distances. Studies

of non-adiabatic collisions of O(3P) with He [36, 37], Ne+(2P) with He [38] and F(2P)
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Figure 3: Ratio of the cross section for the resonant electronic-to-rotational relax-

ation to the cross section for the off-resonant transition that conserves the angular

momentum of H2 in F(2P1/2) + H2(j = 0) collisions. Adapted from the data of

R.V. Krems and A. Dalgarno, J. Chem. Phys. 117, 118 (2002).

with H2 [39], however, showed that electronic transitions are also efficient at ultracold

temperatures. The rates of electronic relaxation at zero temperature in these systems are

only one order of magnitude smaller than the rates of the corresponding transitions at

room temperature.

It is well known that inelastic energy transfer in atom - molecule collisions is de-

termined by a competition between the conservation of energy and the conservation of

angular momentum of the colliding particles. The change of the angular momentum is

facilitated by anisotropy of the interaction potential. The time-scale of a collision at low

temperatures is long and it should be expected that the role of the interaction potential

in determining the collisional energy redistribution is maximal in the ultracold limit. If

the potential has a large enough anisotropy, lowering of the temperature must favor the

conservation of the internal energy of the colliding particles and enhance the propensity

for ”near-resonant” energy transfer.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of cross sections for the resonant F(2P1/2) + H2(j = 0) →
F(2P3/2) + H2(j = 2) and off-resonant F(2P1/2) + H2(j = 0) → F(2P3/2) + H2(j = 0)

transitions for a wide range of temperatures. The resonant transition is less efficient than

the off-resonant relaxation at high temperatures but becomes a factor of 200 more probable

in the ultracold limit.
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Figure 4: Cross sections for vibrational relaxation of CaH(v = 1, N = 0) to individ-

ual rotational levels Nf of CaH(v = 0). Adapted from N. Balakrishnan, G.C. Groe-

nenboom, R.V. Krems and A. Dalgarno, to be published. Copyright c©2002.

Figure 4 presents another example of how the decrease of temperature modifies

the propensity for angular momentum transfer. The vibrational relaxation of CaH(v =

1, N = 0) molecules by collisions with He at high energies results in broad distributions

over rotational levels of CaH(v = 0), peaking at low N -levels. When the collision energy

decreases below ∼ 100 cm−1, the relative magnitude of the cross sections for relaxation to

the low N -levels shows a rapid decrease and the total vibrational relaxation of CaH(v =

1, N = 0) is dominated by transitions to high N -levels of CaH(v = 0). The peak of the

final rotational distributions at low collision energies is at N = 13. It must be noted

that the (v = 1, N = 0) → (v = 0, N = 13) transition in CaH is not near-resonant

as there are 17 rotational levels below the energy of the (v = 1, N = 0) level in this

molecule. The (v = 1, N = 0) → (v = 1, N = 16) transition is suppressed by the limited

anisotropy of the He - CaH interaction potential which allows for the change of N only by

13. It has been demonstrated recently that the propensity for near-resonant vibrational

relaxation in atom - diatomic molecule collisions is stimulated by initial rotational energy

of the molecule [40, 41, 42] so the vibrational relaxation in He - CaH collisions at low

temperatures will become near-resonant if the CaH molecule is in higher rotational levels

of v = 1 before the vibrational relaxation.

The near-resonant vibrational relaxation in atom - diatom collisions is a case of a
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Figure 5: Ratio of inelastic and elastic cross sections for 3He + H2 collisions as a

function of kinetic energy. The ratios for j = 22 are dramatically reduced when

the classically quasiresonant rotation-vibration channels are closed. Adapted with

permission from R.C. Forrey, Phys. Rev. A 63, 051403 (2001). Copyright c©2001,

the American Physical Society.

more general phenomenon known as ”quasiresonant energy transfer”. The quasiresonant

(QR) energy transfer is said to occur when a transition to a single channel nv∆v+nN∆N =

0 dominates, where ∆v and ∆N are the values by which the vibrational and rotational

quantum numbers change and nv and nN are small integers. The quasiresonant condition

nv/nN ∼ wv/wN also holds, where wv and wN are the classical vibrational and rotational

frequencies of the molecule. This implies that the rotational and vibrational motion are in

approximate resonance. The QR energy transfer was discovered in an experimental study

of collisions of Li2 molecules with noble gas atoms [43]. Forrey and coworkers investigated

QR transitions in low-energy H2 - He collisions [31]. It was found that the QR energy

transfer persists at ultracold temperatures although some QR channels may become closed

at low energies. Forrey extended the initial study [31] and demonstrated that inelastic

relaxation of diatomic molecules at certain rotational levels is dramatically suppressed at

low energies due to the closing of QR channels [32, 44, 45]. Figure 5 illustrates the sup-

pression of ro-vibrational relaxation of H2 in collisions with He. Because the suppression

due to the closing of quasiresonance occurs only for specific levels (see Fig. 6) Forrey sug-
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Figure 6: Quenching rate coefficients for collisions of 4He with H2(v, j) in the limit

of zero temperature. The rate coefficients include contribution from all possible

deexcitation channels. Adapted with permission from R.C. Forrey, Phys. Rev. A 66,

023411 (2002). Copyright c©2002, the American Physical Society.

gested that it may be possible to use the buffer-gas cooling technique for cooling molecules

in these highly excited rotational states to ultracold temperatures.

4 Chemical reactions at ultracold temperatures

Chemical reactions can be of two types: insertion reactions and abstraction reactions. The

insertion reactions are barrierless. An example of an insertion reaction is the reaction of

an alkali atom with an alkali diatomic molecule, like Na + Na2. Soldán and coworkers

investigated the Na + Na2 reaction at ultracold temperatures [46]. It was shown that the

cross sections for the reaction removing the vibrationally excited Na2(v = 1) molecules

follow the Wigner law (3) and the rate coefficient for the reaction is very large in the limit

of zero temperature.

The abstraction reactions have a potential barrier which separates the reactants

from products. An example of an abstraction reaction is the chemical reaction of F

with H2. Because the reaction barrier always has a large magnitude on the ultracold
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Figure 7: Product vibrational state-resolved cross sections for the F + H2(v = 0, j =

0) → HF(v′) + H reaction as a function of the incident kinetic energy. Note the

dominant production of HF(v′ = 2) even at very low incident energies. Adapted

with permission from N. Balakrishnan and A. Dalgarno, Chem. Phys. Lett. 341, 652

(2001). Copyright c©2001, Elsevier Science B.V.

energy scale, it might be expected that the abstraction reactions would not occur at

ultracold temperatures. Balakrishnan and Dalgarno presented the first investigation of an

abstraction reaction at ultracold temperatures [47]. It was found that the cross sections

for the chemical reaction F + H2 → FH + H follow the s-wave Wigner law and have

surprisingly large magnitudes at ultralow energies (see Fig. 7). The rate coefficient for the

reaction at zero temperature was estimated to be 1.25×10−12 cm3 s−1. It was suggested

that the large rate of the reaction at ultracold temperatures is due to tunneling of the

light H atom under the reaction barrier. Several later studies of F + D2 collisions [48, 49]

indicated that tunneling plays an important role in the reaction.

If the results of Balakrishnan and Dalgarno apply to all abstraction reactions, the

evaporative cooling of magnetically trappable radicals, like NH, will be impossible. The

trap loss due to chemical reactions will prevent the creation of open-shell molecules at ul-

tracold temperatures. It is important therefore to extend the studies of chemical reactions

in ultracold collisions to systems other than F + H2 and F + D2.
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5 Buffer-gas loading of excited atoms?

The first stage of the buffer-gas loading experiments is cooling of atoms or molecules by

collisions with the buffer-gas atoms. Although initially the atoms and molecules may be

in excited levels, they relax quickly to the ground level due to inelastic collisions and in

all experiments using buffer-gas cooling only atoms or molecules in the electronic and ro-

vibrational ground states have been trapped. Thus, 3P atoms with an inverted triplet of

spin-orbit energy levels such as oxygen are regarded as possible candidates for experiments

at ultracold temperatures, whereas 3P atoms with the normal triplet energy level structure

such as carbon were not considered for buffer-gas cooling because ground state 3P0 atoms

cannot be magnetically trapped. Krems, Dalgarno and coworkers [50] illustrated, however,

that the 3P1 → 3P0 transition in collisions of 3P atoms with He cannot occur at ultracold

temperatures and the magnitude of the rate coefficient for this transition quickly decreases

as the temperature decreases below 1 K (see Fig. 8). This suggests that it may be possible

to cool 3P1 atoms with the normal triplet energy level structure by collisions with He to

ultracold temperatures. The largest loss of the 3P1 atoms due to collisional relaxation

will occur at temperatures close to 1 K at which the buffer-gas cooling starts. It may be
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easier, therefore, to cool the 3P0 atoms at the first stage and excite them to the 3P1 level

at ultracold temperatures where the collisional 3P1 → 3P0 relaxation is suppressed. The
3P1 atoms can then be trapped in a magnetic field.

It must be noted that the 3P1 and 3P0 states are coupled by the magnetic field and

it has yet to be explored if the magnetic field will induce a substantial loss of the 3P1

atoms.

6 Projection-changing transitions in cold collisions

Figure 9 shows a schematic energy diagram of an atom or molecule in states with an

electronic angular momentum j and its projections +m and −m as a function of magnetic

field strength. The projections of j are taken with respect to the field axis. If the transla-

tional energy of the atom or molecule is small, it can be trapped in the state |j+m〉 in the

magnetic field. In general, paramagnetic atoms or molecules can be trapped in the state

with a positive projection of the electronic angular momentum in a magnetic field, the

trapping strength depending on the projection. Transitions lowering the magnitude of the

projection decrease the trapping potential and transitions to states with negative values

of m remove the atoms or molecules from the trap. If the buffer gas cooling technique is

used for loading atoms or molecules in a magnetic trap, collisions with buffer gas atoms

may induce the projection-changing transitions.

Bohn and his collaborators [51, 52, 53, 54] investigated projection-changing transi-

tions in cold collisions of oxygen molecules with helium atoms and oxygen molecules in

order to understand the possibilities of buffer-gas and evaporative cooling of 3Σ oxygen

molecules in a magnetic trap. The 16O2 molecule is considered as the ”worst case” for

magnetic trapping as the ground rotational level of this molecule corresponds to the rota-

tional angular momentum N = 1. The spin-rotation interaction in the molecule couples

the states with different spin projections. It was found that the cross sections for spin-

flipping transitions in collisions of 16O2 with He are much smaller than the cross sections

for elastic collisions that conserve the projection of spin. The absolute magnitudes of

the rate constants for projection-changing at cold temperatures are, however, quite large

∼ 10−11 − 10−12 cm3 s−1. Given that the density of buffer gas in the experiments is

typically 1016 − 1017 cm−3 is appears that the transitions leading to trap loss will be too

14
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Figure 9: Diagram of energy levels of an atom or molecule in the states with the

projections of an electronic angular momentum +m and −m in a weak magnetic

field B.

fast to allow cooling of 16O2 molecules. Similar transitions in the 17O2 molecules were

found to be of much smaller efficiency and these molecules were recommended as possible

candidates for buffer-gas loading experiments [52].

Projection-changing transitions in collisions of rotational ground-state 2Σ molecules

with structureless atoms have been investigated in a recent study of Krems and coworkers

[55]. The total angular momentum of the 2Σ molecules in the ground state is j = 1/2 and

the transition |j = 1/2,m = +1/2〉 → |j = 1/2,m = −1/2〉 removes the molecules from

the magnetic trap. This transition corresponds to flip of the molecular spin projection. It

was demonstrated that the projection-changing transitions in rotational ground state 2Σ

molecules are induced through coupling to the rotationally excited N = 1 level and the

action of the spin-rotation interaction in the N = 1 state. Krems et al. made the following

predictions as to the efficiency of projection-changing transitions in 2Σ molecules:

• Spin-flipping transitions induced by collisions with buffer gas atoms will be least

efficient in light 2Σ diatomic molecules interacting with the collision partner through a

weak potential;

• The spin-flipping transitions will be slower in diatomic molecules in which the

atoms are close in mass than in molecules with similar rotational constants in which the

masses of the atoms are significantly different;

It is usually assumed that projection-changing transitions in a magnetic field obey

15



the usual threshold law for inelastic collisions as the levels with different projections are

split in energy. When the magnetic field is zero, the cross sections for projection-changing

transitions must vanish in the ultracold limit. A state with a given space-fixed projection

of the molecular angular momentum does not correspond to a state with a given value of

orbital angular momentum. Wigner did not consider explicitly scattering in which the only

change during the collision is in the projection quantum number m along a space-fixed

axis and a general form of the threshold cross sections for projection-changing transitions

has not been known until recently (cf. Section 2). Using the selection rules that determine

collisions of paramagnetic molecules with atoms and analyzing the transformation relation

between the |jl〉 and the |jm〉 bases, Krems and Dalgarno derived the following expres-

sions for velocity dependences of projection-changing transitions in the limit of ultracold

temperatures for even ∆m:

σjm→jm±∆m ∼ v2∆m
j , (11)

and for ∆m odd

σjm→jm±∆m ∼ v2(∆m+1)
j . (12)

In these expressions ∆m is the value by which the projection of the angular momentum is

changed [56]. It can be seen from Eqs. (11) and (12) that the leading contribution to the

total cross section for changing an initial projection of j in the ultracold limit will come

from the ∆m = 1 and ∆m = 2 transitions.

Molecules with a dipole moment can be trapped in an electric field. Bohn presented

a study of collisions between two polar molecules in an electric field for a set of model

systems [57]. The main conclusion of this work was that transitions changing the projection

of the rotational angular momentum and parity, i.e. the transitions that would lead to

trap loss, are quite efficient for most of the systems considered. The electrostatic trapping

of molecules should thus be less efficient than magnetic trapping.
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7 Possible future work

The theoretical work reviewed in this paper demonstrated that inelastic collisions and

chemical reactions can be quite efficient at low and ultralow temperatures. That is why

there are many chemical applications of ultracold molecular physics.

Collisions at ultralow temperatures are controlled by the slow orbital motion in the

incoming channel and the cross sections for ultracold collisions are not subject to averag-

ing over partial waves. The collision duration is very long and the energy redistribution in

ultracold collisions is determined largely by the interaction between atoms and molecules.

The experimental measurements at ultracold temperatures can therefore directly probe

the long-range part of the interaction potentials. Although it has been pointed out that

the long-range part of the potential is critical for ultracold collisions, a systematic inves-

tigation of the role of different terms in the interaction potential for inducing elastic and

inelastic energy transfer at ultralow energies is lacking. Bodo and coworkers [58] found

that the range of the s-wave Wigner regime in ionic systems with strong polarization in-

teraction shifts toward lower collision energies while the zero temperature value of the rate

coefficients for rotational relaxation in such systems is much larger than in similar neutral

systems.

Because the magnetic trapping of molecules is expected to be a widely used tech-

nique for producing cold and ultracold molecules, more attention needs to be placed on

investigation of inelastic collisions and chemical reactions in a magnetic field. Varying

the magnetic field it should be possible to induce collisional energy transfer and chemical

reactions by trapping the collision systems in Feshbach resonances. The magnetic field

may couple levels which are uncoupled in the absence of the field.

Further work is needed to understand the prospects for the electrostatic trapping of

polar molecules. The class of polar molecules is much larger than the class of paramagnetic

molecules.

When the translational energy of molecules is small, the electric field can be used

to manipulate the spatial orientation of polar molecules. Inducing Feshbach resonances

by a magnetic field and aligning molecules by an electric field one could control both the

efficiency and the selectivity of chemical reactions. It is important therefore to explore

ultracold collisions in superimposed magnetic and electric fields.
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It is yet to be understood why the chemical reaction of F with H2 is so efficient

at ultralow temperatures. Other abstraction reactions need to be studied in order to

delineate general trends of chemical reactivity in ultracold collisions.

Volpi and Bohn investigated spin-flipping transitions in collisions of 3Σ molecules

with atoms in a magnetic field [59]. It was shown that increasing the strength of the

magnetic field enhances the efficiency of spin flip and the cross sections for projection-

changing transitions obey the usual Wigner law for inelastic scattering when different

projection states are split by the magnetic field. A simple one-parameter fitting formula

was suggested to describe the threshold behavior of the spin-flipping rates as a function of

the field and collision energy. These important results show that the magnetic trapping of
3Σ molecules may be inefficient and the molecules will most probably escape and heat the

trap when they reach the edge of the trap where the magnetic field is strongest. Whether

or not the results of Volpi and Bohn apply to other paramagnetic molecules should be

explored. The indirect mechanism of spin-flipping transitions in collisions of 2Σ molecules

with atoms [55] suggests that the cross sections for projection-changing transitions in the

N = 0 level of these molecules will not follow the s-wave Wigner law even in a magnetic

field when the initial and final states are not degenerate. Verification of this suggestion will

establish that the magnetic trapping of 2Σ molecules would be significantly more efficient

than the trapping of 3Σ molecules.
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